NOTE:
1. EXISTING CONDITIONS ARE ASSUMED BASED ON AVAILABLE INFORMATION. EVERYTHING EXISTING IN THIS DETAIL MUST BE VERIFIED IN FIELD BY GENERAL CONTRACTOR.

CONCRETE SLAB
SEE PLAN

CONCRETE WALL
SEE PLAN

SLAB ON DECK OVER CONCRETE WALL DETAIL

SLAB ON GRADE TO SLAB ON DECK DETAIL

DECK SUPPORT ANGLE

CORRIDOR SLAB-TO-(E) WALL DETAIL

FOUNDATION AT COLD FORM WALL DETAIL

SLAB TO (E) SLAB AT DOOR DETAIL
1. **TYPICAL BEAM BEARING ON CMU**

   - Beam centerline to be located at wall centerline.

2. **CMU WALL INTERSECTION DETAILS**

3. **SLAB ON DECK BEARING AT CMU WALL**

   - Provide light gauge steel sheet for pour stop or other means to create pour stop.
   - Hilti kwik bolt 5/8" Ø, lap splice 3", 2, 2, 4".
   - (2) #5 vert bar in each way.

4. **SLAB AT ELEVATOR**

5. **BEAM BEARING ON CMU**

   - Bend beam around corner.
   - Where indicated detail is required.
   - Vertical reinf bars around bend corner.

6. **TYPICAL CMU WALL OPENING DETAIL**

7. **BOND BEAM LINTEL DETAIL**

   - Bond beam with 1/2" Ø x 4" HSA, pl 1/4" x 7" x cont with (2) #5 cont.
   - (1) #5 vert bar 4" min embed.